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I N N ER A N D  O U T ER PLASTI C YI ELD SU RFA CES IN CLA YS

S U R F A C E S  I N T E R I E U R E S  E T  E X T E R I E U R E S  D E  P L A S T I F I C A T I O N  D E S  A R G I L E S

T H E O D O R E  K. C H A P L I N ,  M.A. ,Ph.D. ,F. I .C.E. , F  A S C E ,  F . G . S .  

S e n i o r  Lec l urer ,  G r a d u a t e  S c h o o l  in F o u n d a t i o n  E n g i n e e r i n g  

Un i v e r s i t y  o f B i rm i n g  ha m ,  B i r m i n g h a m ,  15, G.B.

SYUOPSIS Clay plastically resists both volume change and shear distortion. A new theory i6 proposed for 
combinations of plastic resistance to shear and to volume change. It iB deduced that for a given clay there are 
inner and outer limiting yield surfaces, between which an actual yield surface will lie in a position depending 
on the rate and conditions of testing. The inner and outer surfaces are shown to correspond to the Tresca and 
Mises failure criteria respectively, even though plastic volume changes are taking place in addition to plastic 
shear distortion. Each yield surface is connected with an assumed shape of stress-strain curve, and it is 
suggested that these limiting shapes of stress-strain curve correspond to those observed at very low and very 
high rates of testing. If strain rates just before yield are applied equal to those at yield, the imposed stress 
paths must be directed towards a single point in stress space.

INTRODUCTION 2. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE LENGTH OF A PATH

A generalised theory of combined plastic yielding 
should be symmetrical, associative and commutative, 
and include plastic resistance to volume change so 
that it can be applied to clays and other porous 
plastic materials. It will be suggested that the plot 
in stress space of the yield surface used in the gen
eralised theory must lie between an inner and an outer 
yield surface which therefore represent bounds within 
which any actual yield surface must lie. In the rest 
of the paper these limiting surfaces will usually be 
called inner and outer bounds respectively, or inner 

and outer bounding yield surfaces.

Previous test results from clay gave no conclusive 
evidence about the shape of the yield surface near 
the point of isotropic consolidation.

This paper presents a new and very simple way to der
ive the inner and outer bounds for combinations of 
volume change and shear, and then compares the results 
with some test data on clays. The outer and inner 
surfaces reduce to the Mises and Tresca yield surfaces 
respectively. The Mises criterion has been previously 
recognised as an outer bound (Hill et al, 19**7).

Consider the geometry of possible paths between two 
points, starting with two-dimensional space (a plane). 
Fig. 1 shows travel from 0 to P without ever reversing 
the direction of travel in either the x or y direct
ions. If the y-coordinate (ordinate) or P were neg
ative, i.e. P were below the x axis, then upwards 
movement would be forbidden for the path, and so on.

Unlike upper and lower bounds U6ed in conventional 
plasticity theory, which may possibly coincide, the 
inner and outer yield surfaces for combined plastic 
yielding seem to be physical bounds. One must not 
expect the 'perfect' theory to make these yield sur
faces coincide. The outer bounding yield surface 
corresponds to rapid flow, and the inner bounding 
yield surface corresponds to creep.

It will be shown that the plastic strain rates which 
may be predicted from the outer and inner surfaces 
(based on the Mises plastic potential approach) can be 
very closely connected with two theoretical shapes of 

stress-strain curve.

The argument begins with geometrical reasoning, later 

assumed to be analogous with the physical system.

Fig. 1 Paths between two points.

The shortest path, the straight line OP, has length

L . = (X2 + Y2) 
min

........  (i)

The infinity of longest paths have alternate steps in 
the x and y directions, with a total path length of

L = |X| + | Y | .........................  (2)
max 11

The greatest ratio between upper and lower bounds for
path length is when X = *Y, when L /2.

In n-dimensional space, a point P with coordinates 
dj, d2, ... dj, has a shortest possible path from the 

origin of length

L . = ( E d 2)̂  ........................
min r=i r

(3)
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The longest paths possible are of length 

n
I |d I 
■ 1 r

( U)

The ratio L /L . ■ /n when all the d's are of equal 
max nun

size, so it may he /2, /3 or 2.

By elementary geometry, it is seen that the seme 
result comes from any intermediate points and comb

inations of sections of path vhen combined in any 
order for both upper and lower limits of path length.

3. OUTER ADD INNER BOUNDING YIELD SURFACES

For various plastic resistances to various types of 

deformation, assuming there is some combination of 
stress which must not exceed a fixed limit which 
corresponds to the full mobilization of plasticity, 
then one may combine these component resistances in:

(a) the most optimistic manner, which gives the 
greatest value to the components for that 
given maximum;

(b) the most pessimistic (safe) manner, which gives 
the lowest possible values to the components.

The hypothesis put forward is that yield conditions 
in a cohesive material are related to component 
plastic resistances in the same way that longest and 
shortest paths on a plane or in a space are related 
to the coordinates of the end points of the path.

Let us take full plastic resistsnce in a single mode 
of deformation as unit length along the axis which 
represents its value. If s and t are the current 
and maximum values of resistance in the r-th mode of 
deformation, then d " s /t is the relevant value of 
the coordinate representing that resistance.

For the largest possible value of s , i.e. the outer 
bound, the shortest path length representing the com
bination in n-dimensional space must be unity. Hence

! d 2 
r»1 r

(5)

(6 )

gives the outer bound.

From eq. U, the inner bound is «iven by 

n
Z Id I - 1 ...........................

r » i 1 r 1

Principal stress differences may be directly inserted 
into eqs. 5 and 6, as they are measures of plastic 
resistance without needing alteration. (Other stress 

quantities, such as principal stresses, may be used 
but cannot be directly substituted into eqs. 5 and 6; 
the quantities like s and t must first be derived 
frcm them).

If Y ■ yield stress in axial tension or compression, 

and d « (o - a  )/ Y/2, etc., then from eq. 5 
1 1 2 

the outer bound is given by

o, _ o, *■

U - 7 T T 1 - )  “  *  ......................................................................................

which is the familiar Mises yield criterion.

(T)

Writing d, ■ (a, ^ a2) / 2Y, etc., we find from eq. 6 
that the inner bound is the Tresca yield criterion, in 
the unfamiliar form

,o a
l { _1___ i ) = 1

2Y
■ • (8)

giving maximum shear stresses of Y in axial tests.

U. INNER AND OUTER BOUNDS FOR YIELDING IN CLAY

Since 1957 it has seemed to the Author that clay might 
resist volume change by a mechanism like that opposing 
shear distortion. During consolidation the resistance 
would act outwards to resist the inwards movement, and 
in swelling would mainly act inwards. If we denote 
the critical pressure by pu (its physical meaning is 
the mean pressure when the sample is on the C.V.R. 
line after all cohesive resistance to volume change 
has been eliminated), both the plastic resistance to 
volume change p ^ p and the triaxial compression 
strength can be expressed as proportions of p , as , 
Z'p and Y'p respectively. The mean pressure p = o . 
The outer bound, termed the CM (Combined Mises) cri- m 
ter ion, is frcm eq. 5‘-

o, - o, -2 ,P - Pu>2 

+ 1 Z'p, >
= 1 (9)

u

u, - u- 2

which may be rewritten as

E(0l - o2)2 « 2(Y'pu)2 - 2{Y'(p-pu )/Zt ) 2 .. (10)

Eq. 6 gives the inner bound, termed the CT (Combined 
Tresca criterion:

o, ^  a,  p V p

y i— — “I + - -
L 1 2Y'p > Z’p

U *u
(11 )

Since E(oj-o2) = 2(oi-o3), we can write eq. 11 as

gi ~ gi P ^ Pu

Y'p + Z'p = 1 .................  (12)
*u *u

or 0l - o3 = Y'pu - Y'(p ■v pu ) / Z' .. .. (13)

Though eqs. 9 to 13 have been derived for principal 
stress differences, which are double the corresponding 
shear stresses, any measures of resistance to 

independent modes of deformation may be put into eqs.
5 and If T 1 is the ratio of shear stress to p for
simple shear on the C .V .R .  line, the outer bound by 
the CM criterion is

* ( ^ r “f  '  1 ................  <1‘ )

which may be rewritten as

T2 = (T'pu )2 - {T’(M u )/Z' } 2 .........  (15)

and the corresponding inner bound (CT criterion) is

I t I = T'pu - T'(p^pu) / Z' .............  (16)

If one defines independent modes of deformation as a 
group of modes of deformation in which any one can 
raaain zero while others vary, then the relevant res
istance to be coupled with a particular mode would be 
that system of stresses which does unit work during 
unit change in that mode of deformation, and no work 
during any other mode.

Fig. 2 gives a visual representation of the CT and CM 
criteria with normalised axes for the simplest case of 
only two modes of deformation in combination.
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10

Fig. 2 The CT and CM criteria for combined yielding 
in two modes.

5. DEVELOPMEHT OF PLASTIC RESISTAHCE WITH STRAIN 

$.1 Basic stress-strain curves

There seems to he virtually no experimental evidence 
that clays behave as plastic-rigid substances on their 
first distortion in a particular mode. This Section 
is based on the assumption that for a unit change of 
strain, the increase in resistance is proportional to 
the amount of unyielded material remaining. This may 
be appropriate for a clay at the critical state hut 
without any cohesive stress memories, as might be ob
tained hy applying stress cycles of decreasing size.

The simplest possible assumption is that the Bame pro
portion of cohesive bridges between groups of molec
ules will always yield during some unit increment of 
strain. If y is any cohesive resistance, including 
that to volume change, and x is the strain causing it, 
then the form of the stress-strain curve is given by

£  ■ T ' W ) (17)

where c is a constant representing the strain needed 
to reduce the gap between y and 1.0  (the maximum value 
of y) to 1/e or about 37f of its value when the strain 
began. The solution of eq. 17 is

y = 1 - exp(-x/c) ( 10)

for the initial conditions that 
alternative form of eq. 18 is

= 0 when x = 0. An

-ln(l - y) x/C (19)

Eqs. 17 to 19 may be appropriately used with the CT 

criterion (inner bound). The curve is identical with 
Voce's Law, which has been used to describe the 
stress-strain curves of metals approaching failure.
The initial rate of rise is the least abrupt that fits 
experimental data and can be represented by a simple 
equation with a rational basis. Curve 1 in Fig. 3 
showB the shape of the curve in dimensionless form, 
with C » 1 unit.

V

0.5

New law, 

eq. 21 V /

7 ^  s '

/ D .

0 - l /  /  y '
/  / /

\  Voce’s Law, 

eq. 19

/  /  / o .  0 

/ / /  

/ / /

/

x / K

Fig. 3 Plastic stress-strain curves

For the 'most abrupt' rise at small strains, one could 
use the idea that the chance of a dislocation passing 
through enough cohesive bridges to have a given effect 
is proportional to the amount of material which has 
yielded. This 'most abrupt' rise assumption would go 
most naturally with rapid tests and the CM criterion 
(the outer bound). With this new assumption, still 
using the basic assumption that the increase varies in 
proportion to the unyielded material, we can rewrite 

eq. 17 as

dy _ 1 
dx " C

( 20 )

giving a solution for y " 0 when x ■ 0 as eq. 19 :

-y - ln(l - y) x/c (21 )

As practical stress-strain curves will often fall 
between the two extreme curves as plotted in Fig. 
interpolation may be applied by combining eqs. 17 
in the single equation

3,
Si 20

dz =
dx D + (1 - D)y .........

which has the general solution for y

-Dy - ln(l - y). = x .........

0 at x

(22 )

(23)

Eq. 23 shows that all variations have the effect of 
adding a linear term in y. As this has the same effect 
as adding an elastic strain to eq. 21, true elasticity 
cannot be distinguished from variations in plastic 
strains by examining a single stress-strain curve.
Fig. 3 shows the intermediate curve for D ■ J. Bote 
that D = 0 represents eqs. 17-19, i.e. Voce's Law, and 
eqs. 20 & 21 are represented by D • 1.

5.2 Potential theory and stress-strain relations

In the Mises concept of plastic potential, the plastic 

strain increment rate is given by the direction of the
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outward normal to the yield surface, which will also 

be the outward normal to any section or projection of 
the yield surface. It is a feature of the forma of 
stress-strain curve and the CT and CM extreme bounds 
given earlier, that when correctly matched they can be 
combined to predict what stress increment ratio should 
be applied just inside the yield surface to give the 
same strain increment ratio as is calculated by the 
theory of plasticity.

As a simple illustration, consider a two-dimensional 
diagram representing a bimodal yield system, such as 
shear and volume change. In Fig. U, both axes have 
been normalised to a maximum value of 1.0, so the CT 
criterion (inner bound) is a straight line at -1*5 and 
the CM criterion is a quadrant of a circle (of course 
the other three sectors are equally possible). If we 

take the resultant plastic strain as dh, then the com
ponent in the x-direction is dh.cosa, and that in the 
y-direction is dh.cosa2, where Oj ana a2 are the dir
ection cosines of the resultant.

From eq. 17, the stress change caused by a strain 
change dh.cosaj in the x-direction is

dX = dh.cosaj.il - x)/ç .................. (2U)

= dh( l  -  x ) / t ....................................................... (25)

since aj = a2 = 1*5°, and similarly

dï = dh( l  -  y ) / ; ......................................................  (26)

showing that for the CT criterion (inner bound) the 
stress increments dX and dY are proportional to PQ and 
QR. Hence their resultant is directed along PR, i.e. 
towards the corner corresponding to full mobilisation 
of both plastic resistances.

CHAPLIN
dY = dh(l - y)/ç (29)

Fig. U Direction of stress increment inside yield 

surface for same strain increment ratio as on 
the yield surface.

As eq. 28 iB identical with eq. 25 and eq. 29 with eq. 
26, we again reach the conclusion that even for this 
very different yield criterion, we can by applying 
stress increments directed towards the corner for 
simultaneous mobilisation of all resistances at their 

maximum, attain the same ratio of strain increments as 
would result from plastic theory for a point on the 
yield surface. The only requirement is that the same 

value of C should apply in both the x and y modes.

Fig. 5 Actual and theoretical swelling strains 

for kaolin

If in practice it is found that different values of t, 
are substantiated, then the argument would have to be 

suitably modified. If there are three or more axes, 
with corresponding plastic resistances and strains, 
a similar argument would be applicable and have a sim
ilar result, that whichever yield criterion is used, 
the plastic strains applied to the unyielded material 

would give a resultant stress increment directed at 
the point of simultaneous full mobilisation of all 
resistances.

5.3 Strain in Cam-clay

The Cam-clay model developed by Roscoe, Schofield and 
Wroth gives a superficially similar relation to eq. 18 
(Voce's Law). Referring to Fig. 6.0 of the book by 

Schofield t Wroth (1968), from their eqs. 6.30 and 
6.31 on pp. 11(8-11*9, we have

Mi " 1 - (30)

where D is a constant. But p is itself varying, as

ln(p) - ln(pu ) = E. exp(-De) .............  (31)

where E is another constant. So q is a complicated 
function of the strain e.

We can derive similar relations for the CM criterion
(outer bound), using eq. 20 for the 'most abrupt' rise 
type of stress-strain curve. As x = cosa and y = sina 
eqs. 2U & 25 become

dX = dh.cosa.(l - cosa) / (ccosa) .. .. (27)

= dh(l - x ) / ; ......................... (28)

Similarly we find

The present approach to volumetric effects differs 
from that of Cam-clay. Here it is assumed that for 
isotropic swelling, the available potential energy 
comes from the critical pressure acting outwards, of 

which part has to overcome the plastic resistance to 
volume change (volumetric cohesion), which acts during 
swelling to produce an inwards pressure.

For simplicity we assume that the sample which has been 
preconsolidated at p increases its void ratio by Ae. 
For normal consolidation we have eq. 32, namely
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.......  (32)

where Z' is the ratio of the maximum volumetric co-
At the end ofhesion Z to p the critical pressure 

swelling we have

p exu(-ûe/A)
r = ic_:...... ....... (33)

1 + Z'

Since the void ratio does not change, the test starts 
at an effective mean stress

p = p (1 - Z' + 2Z'exp(-Ae/w) ) (3U)

1+Z

Here the values of 
Lamé constants.

^ {(l-Z')exp(-Ae/X) + 2Z'exp(-̂ f- - — ) ) (35)

X and u have nothing to do with the

We have implicitly assumed that the development of 

plastic resistance to expansion takes place as if 
there were nothing else happening, and that the net 
resistance is simply the algebraic sum of the outwards 
and inwards resistances. We might further assume that 
Z' = 1 (not a serious approximation for lower values 

of overconsolidation ratio), and then eq. 35 becomes

P0 * Pc-exp(-ie(̂  + i) ) (36)

which may be compared with the equation assumed for 
Cam-clay, namely

p = p .exp(-Ae/<)
o c

(37)

In other words, if we assume that the limiting env

elope for the rebound (swelling) curves is p = 0, then 
we have shown that the combination of two plastic co
efficients X and y equals the coefficient k which has 
been defined as an elastic coefficient. Moreover we 
have only referred to one type of plastic stress- 
strain curve in the argument.

5.1* Experimental confirmation of the plastic nature 

of rebound

A X IA L  ST R A IN  e %  o b s .

Fig. 6 Comparison of shearing strains in kaolin

of volumetric stress to the normal consolidation 
pressure at the same void ratio. The intercept of the 
straight line on the x-axis shows that the first 0.002 
change in void ratio could reasonably be termed as 
'elastic' rebound; the rest is plastic, and rather 

tends to support the idea of Parry (1965) that there 
are two opposing resistances, though one must point 
out that in the present paper they are regarded as 

purely plastic. In Fig. 5 no correction needed to be 
made to allow for the envelope of the swelling curves 

not coinciding with the line p “ 0.

6. APPLICATIONS TO LABORATORY TESTING

In this Section, the onset of plasticity is shown to 
be closely related to the point where the stress path 
crosses the CT criterion ( inner bound), a new para
meter is proposed to describe the breakdown of quick 
and sensitive clays, and suggestions are made for more 

logical testing methods. Residual strengths and some 
equations for extrapolating to an asymptote are also 
mentioned.

For London Clay and Weald clay there is little need to 
elaborate on the Voce's Law type of volumetric stress- 
strain curve developed above as eq. 3**. However, one 
has to invoke the more elaborate new law expressed as 
eq. 21 to identify more precisely the validity of the 
statement by Roscoe and Burland (1968) that for 'wet' 
clays (i.e. with critical pressure below the actual 
mean pressure) the recoverable components of ell 
strains are negligible compared with the plastic com

ponents .

Taking the Spestone Kaolin in Fig. 7 of Roscoe et al 
(1963), which is there regarded as an essentially 
'elastic' line (Schofield & Wroth, 1968, also assume 
that swelling and recompression K-lines represent 

reversible processes), it is easily shown that the 
swelling is almost entirely plastic, and that it 

agrees with eq. 21 within the limits of plotting and 
other errors. In Fig. 5 the x-axis represents the 
increase of void ratio from the preconsolidation 
pressure, and the y-axis shows what value of volu

metric strain (normalised) would give the same ratio

6.1 Onset of plasticity

The strains calculated from dividing q/p (or q/p ) by 
its maximum value may show remarkable agreement with 
the new stress-strain law (eq. 21) if plotted against 
measured strains, see Figs. 6 and 7- In this lightly 
over-consolidated clay there is no clue to the point 
where the CT criterion is crossed.

When q/p (better q/p )is plotted against p/p (p/p ) 

as in Fif. 8, it starts to move away from- theeinitial 
line sharply when the CT line is crossed. It may be 

noted that q/p appears to have a maximum of about 
0.50 and the corresponding p/p is about O.55. This 
suggests that the volumetric cShesion is about double 

the shear cohesion, being p^(l - 0.55) “ 0.U5 p , as
against 0-50 Pe/ 2 0.25 p. "(0.82 p and 0.46 pe). 

u *u

The lettered points in Figs. 6 to 8 were so marked in 
the original reference. The stress path with slope of 

3+ within the CT surface was directed to the left of 

the point p/pe = 1.0, q/pg = 0.50, compare Fig. U.
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AXI AL STRAIN e %

Fig. 7 Approach of q/p to an asymptote in triaxial 
tests on kaolin (Roscoe and Burland, 1968). 
Note exponential form of converted curves.

u

where

=  p  +  
rur (P„ )exp(-y/ç) .........  (30)

PlPe

Fig. 8 State path for lightly over-consolidated teBt 

on kaolin, as in Fig.7.

In Fig. 8 above are shown the theoretical line for the 
CT criterion (inner bound) and the ellipse for the 

CM criterion (outer bound), which would have been a 
circle if the scales had been normalised. As the rate 
of testing was between the slow rate needed for the CT 
criterion and the high rate for the CM one, the 
stress path here falls between the two criteria. This 
will often happen in practical work with normally cons
olidated or lightly over-consolidated samples.

6.2 Sensitive clays and quick clays

As an exponential law, simple or modified, seems to be 
the most common feature of plastic resistance being 
developed, so one might expect the reverse to apply to 
the gradual breakdown of sensitive clays and quick 
clnys. We might postulate that the current value of 
critical pressure is given by the equation

un ur

= fully remoulded critical pressure

p = critical pressure in normally 
1111 consolidated state before remoulding

y is some measure of cumulative strain

C is the increase of y needed to reduce the gap 
between current p and its asymptotic value 
p ^  to 1/e or 37% of its previous value.

Eq. 38 could also be applied to strength if the ratio 
of strength to critical pressure remains the same.

There must be fairly wide variations in the value of t 
as from personal observation it needed an excessive 
amount of work (judged subjectively) to make Leda clay 
lose most of its strength. Though there is intense 
shearing on a failure surface after it has started to 
develop, one might expect practical problems of slope 
stability to be related to the amount of strain (or 
remoulding work) to cause breakdown as well as to the 
final degree of breakdown. This approach is in line 
with some Norwegian Geotechnical Institute results on 
pore pressure changes during undrained tests on quick 

clays.

6.3 Residual strengths

One item of note apparent during the Rankine Lecture 
(Skempton, 1964) was the close similarity of the 
relation between shear resistance and displacement to 
that given by eq. 38, with appropriate changes of 
variables. The t; value would represent the amount of 
additional displacement in the shear box during re
peated shearing needed to reduce the gap between the 
shear resistance and its final value to 1/e or 3T5t 
of the previous value. This would help the reporting 
and interpretation of test results. It seems just as 
reasonable to assume that equal amounts of local 
distortion will reorientate equal proportions of clay 
molecule zones remaining unchanged, and which prefer 

to reorientate rather than break.
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6.4 Routine testing

In the usual tests, it would seem most reasonable to 
apply stress paths as close as possible to the path 
which is estimated in advance as the prediction of the 
CT criterion (for slow testing) or CM criterion (for 
fast testing with rapid-response pore pressure meas
urement). Fig. 9 shows the average stress path for 

'fast' tests on an over-consolidated clay. The path 
is very close to the ellipse predicted by the CM cri

terion, which could help the use of faster testing 
rates.

The conventional compression test with its slope of +3 
on the total stress path in the q-p plot is a very bad 
one for a normally-consolidated clay. It makes the 
clay structure do a lot of work to adjust the pore 
pressures correctly for the right effective stress 
path. This means that errors in measuring the pore

Fig. 9 Elliptical stress path for overconsolidated
Mississippi clay (Richardson & Whitman, 1963)

water pressure have a serious effect on the accuracy 
of the calculated effective stress path, apart from 

moisture migration effects.

For slow rates of testing, a test with reduction of 
the cell pressure (assuming constant load is kept up 
on a large diameter ram) is a fair approximation, as 

it gives a slope of -lj. Application of a total 
stress path equal to the estimated effective stress 
path remains the ideal.

6.5 Extrapolation to an asymptote

From plotting various curves for samples of clays in 
shear or volume change, and from load-settlement plots 
for a few piles and piston/plate loading tests in 
London Clay, the exponential type of curve (Voce, 1948 
and eq. 18) often applies from say 60f of the peak up 
to about 88-95% of the peak. There is often some 
sudden flattening of the curve just before failure, as 
if the curve had previously been tending towards some 

asymptote rather higher than the actual peak.

Near final failure, it seems that premature local fai
lures occur and by progressively linking up prevent 
the full strength of the bulk being developed. One 
can estimate the asymptote which the sample would have 
reached by using eq. 39:

Y = yly3 ~ y2 ..................... (39)

where the three y-values are at equal intervals of 
strain, and the curve is of exponential form. The 
size of the strain interval does not affect the accur
acy of the approximation.

Where there is a linear term in y included in the ex
pression for the strain x, then a curve-fitting method 
should be used to fit an exponential type of curve.

7. CONCLUSION

Outer and inner bounds have been proposed for general 

combinations of shear and volumetric plasticity. Same 
clays cane close to the new criteria, and we surmise 
that the criteria are related to creep and rapid flow 
limits. New concepts are put forward for 'most abrupt' 

and 'least abrupt' plastic stress-strain curves, which 
can combine significantly with both bounds to show 

what stress increment ratio just before yield would be 
given by the plastic strain increment ratio at yield. 
Clays can now be more precisely described by constants, 
and laboratory tests improved.

It seems that the basic hypothesis put forward, that 

plastic yielding can be related to geometrical 
considerations about path lengths, has a fair measure 
of experimental support. The Combined Mises (outer 
bound) and Combined Tresca (inner bound) yield surfaces 
are limiting yield surfaces: plastic deformation can 
and does occur between them at normal rates of testing.
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APPENDIX

The unconfined stress-strain curve for Plasticine in 
Fig. 5(a) of Meyerhof and Chaplin (1953) fits eq. 21 
with a small correction for elasticity. From about 
25 to 92% of the 'true' ultimate strength, the error 
is about .3 mm or less (normal to the curve), despite 
plotting and tracing errors. The C value is about 
9-3/i strain, by graphical analysis.

Some selected values of x/t, or dimensionless 
deformation, corresponding to various percentages 
of the maximum plastic resistance are given below.

Res. Voce's Law, New Law

Max.res. Eq. 18 Eq. 21
% D = 0 D = 1

0 0.0 0.0
5 0.051 0.0013
10 0.105 0.0054

15 0.163 0.0125
20 0.223 0.0231
25 0.288 0.0377
30 0.357 0.0567
35 0.431 0.0808
Uo 0.511 0 .111
45 0.598 0.148
50 0.693 0.193
55 0.799 0.249
60 0.916 0.316
65 1.050 0.400
70 1.204 0.504

75 1.386 0.636
80 1.609 0.809
82 1.715 0.895
84 1.833 0.993
86 1.966 1.106
87 2.040 1.170
88 2.120 1.240

89 2.207 1.3:7
90 2.303 1.403
(91) (2.408) (1.498)

(92) (2.526) (I.606)
(93) (2.659) (1.729)
O M (2.813) (1.673)
(95) (2.996) (2.046)

Use of bracketed values is not recommended, as it 
is likely that premature failure or other factor 
may affect the results.

During the preparation of stress-strain curves for 
drained tests on sand, it has been noted that 
while the sample appears to be following one or other 
of the stress-dilatancy rate curves given in Chaplin 
(1969), its curve of stress ratio (or principal stress 
difference) against strain was similar to that of 
eq. 21, with a small allowance for elasticity.
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